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S
O they’ve both been 

married before — so married before — so 

what! Gwen Stefani, 46, what! Gwen Stefani, 46, 

and Blake Shelton, 40, and Blake Shelton, 40, 

are getting hitched, and are getting hitched, and are getting hitched, and 

they’re pulling out all the stops. they’re pulling out all the stops. 

The couple have reportedly hired The couple have reportedly hired 

celebrity wedding planner Jerri celebrity wedding planner Jerri 

Woolworth to create a fairy-tale Woolworth to create a fairy-tale 

affair for them. affair for them. 

“It’s incredibly happy news,” “It’s incredibly happy news,” 

gushes a source, who adds that the gushes a source, who adds that the 

duo will exchange vows in late duo will exchange vows in late 

October. “They think it would be October. “They think it would be October. “They think it would be 

cute to walk down the aisle exactly cute to walk down the aisle exactly 

a year after they started dating.”a year after they started dating.”

Last summer, Blake and Last summer, Blake and Last summer, Blake and 

Miranda Lambert ended their Miranda Lambert ended their 

four-year union; at the same four-year union; at the same 

time, Gwen was divorcing time, Gwen was divorcing 

Gavin Rossdale after 13 years of Gavin Rossdale after 13 years of 

marriage. That the Voice cojudges marriage. That the Voice cojudges 

found themselves in love a few found themselves in love a few 

months later made them just months later made them just 

slightly happier than their fans!slightly happier than their fans!

The couple hope to keep the The couple hope to keep the 

wedding as private as possible, wedding as private as possible, 

inviting about 150 guests — inviting about 150 guests — 

with Gwen’s sons, Kingston,10, with Gwen’s sons, Kingston,10, 

Zuma, 8, and Apollo, 2, part of Zuma, 8, and Apollo, 2, part of 

the ceremony. “They aim to do the ceremony. “They aim to do 

it outdoors, surrounded by loved it outdoors, surrounded by loved 

ones amid the changing leaves,” ones amid the changing leaves,” 

the source says. “It’s going to  the source says. “It’s going to  

be beautiful!” be beautiful!” H

READY  
TO WED! 

“No one in their 
inner circle 

was surprised 
to hear their 

news,” a source 
says. “They’re 

inseparable and 
already act like a 
married couple.” 

THE OVERJOYED VOICE COSTARS ARE 
FINALLY MOVING FORWARD WITH 

SPARE-NO-EXPENSE NUPTIALS.

      THE
WEDDING

IS ON!

Gwen 
& Blake
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